
Still crazy after all these years
60 years of hypertext and counting…

As we may think

The Atlantic Monthly, July 1945
Vanneaver Bush’s “Memory Extender” Memex

Memex illustration by Paul Kahn

design fiction
– an interactive desktop system based on microfilm

– for scientists and knowledge worker

punch in a code to connect any two pages

trails like associative chains of thought

IMO this is not the origin of hyperlinks
–– it is the origin of tags

Bush predicts an ecosystem of publishers
and trail blazers to deliver meaningful connections.

»There is a new profession of trail 
blazers, those who find delight in the 
task of establishing useful trails 
through the enormous mass of the 
common record.«
–Bush 1945

A short story of hypertext systems

1960s

Xanadu

NLS/Augment

2nd node arpaNET [☛Internet]

HES and FRESS
Used for Apollo program by NASA

1970s

Flex and Smalltalk

NoteCards

1980s

Symbolics Document Examiner & Concordia

Hyperties

Guide

HyperCard

Storyspace
later today: Mark Bernstein

Intermedia

Microcosm
later today: Mark Anderson

dynamic hyperlinking
– think CamelCase wiki, but much better

1990s

World Wide Web

Hyper-G/HyperWave

The Web Evolution 2000++

Web 2.0

Mobile Web

Social Media

Hypertext

1963
Ted Nelson coins the term Hypertext

Compound Hypertext
Ted Nelson in Literary Machines. 93.1, 2001

Hypertext is non-sequential writing.
Hypertext is primarily for authors.

Ted’s Xanadu system is meant to contain the entire 
literature of the world.

Ted on »virtuality design« [☛ interaction design]

»Software is a branch of 
movie making.«

–Ted Nelson
at ACM Hypertext 2001 in 
Nottingham

Augmentation

In 1961 Douglas Engelbart set his personal 
professional goal… to augment the human intellect.

»…the world is so damn complex  […]
It's getting more complex […] at a more rapid rate that 
these problems we’re facing have to be dealt with 
collectively.
And our collective ability to deal with complex urgent 
problems isn’t increasing at anything like the parent rate 
that it's going to be that the problems are.
So if I could contribute as much as possible, so […] 
mankind can get more capable in dealing with complex 
urgent problems collectively, then that would be a terrific 
professional goal.
[…] It was 49 years ago. And that's been ever since.«

–Doug Engelbart remembers the year 1961 in an interview 
with Frode Hegland, 2000

Doug Engelbart, Bill English, Jeff Rulifson, Stu Brand 
et al. develop NLS/Augment

Bill Paxton at NLS Yoga Workstation, SRI-ARC early 1970s

»The mother of all demos« at Fall Joint (ACM+IEEE) 
Computer Conference, San Francisco 1968

#funfact:
Steven Levy introduced the term 
»The mother of all demos« in his 
1994 book “Insanely Great: The Life 
and Times of Macintosh, the 
Computer That Changed 
Everything”.

The Web Evolution

Web 1.0 and e-commerce

6-Aug-1991: The Web was announced to the public.
– Later the concept is released to the public domain.

Tim Berners-Lee presented the Web at 
ACM Hypertext ’91 in San Antonio, TX

#funfact:
TBL’s paper was rejected 
and he was moved out to 
the demo area.

Tim Berners-Lee + Robert Cailliau + Ted Nelson
/by Håkon Wium Lie, 1997

WorldWideWeb/Nexus is a combined browser/editor

1993 Netscape Navigator is read-only

google since 1997

web users as targets for ads

amazon founded in 1994

web users as consumers

dot-com bubble bursts in 2000

Web 2.0

»user generated content«

web users as pro-sumers

blogosphere

wikis and Wikipedia

#funfact:
a wikiwiki is a taxi/cab in Hawaii

Who remembers Technorati, flickr, del.icio.us, dopplr…?

#spoileralert:
social bookmarking
and eco-responsible travel

The “social” Net

The sorry state of the Web

Information Superhighway /1990s

Al Gore:
»Information at your fingertips«

The web ist not an information medium. It is 
a communication medium.
@mprove 2008

I was right and wrong.

emotions
eat communication and information for breakfast

The Web (as we loved it) does not exist anymore

The blogosphere is dead due to mass-spamming.

The web has been split into many social media silos
and separate micro communities.
Attention and user’s data is the new currency for the 
platforms. If you don’t pay, you are the product.

»Social Media«, the a-social web
– is information as well as fakenews
– is communication and hatespeech
– is inspiration and delight, but also a waste of time.

Content has never been king.

The political Net

Targeted marketing has been utilized for political 
campaigning.
This has been applied since Obama’s run for presidency in 
2008

The „facebook revolution“ 2011 in Egypt & Tunisia

The Brexit referendum has been massiveley influenced
by targeted banners on social media.

Carole Cadwalladr: Facebook’s role in Brexit TED2019

1 billion banners
for the leave campaign
targeted on voters who are 
vulnurable to fear and hate

@realDonaldTrump

a political fakenews super spreader

A disruption of democracy
b/c the trust in free and fair elections has been undermined;
the credibility of journalism has been attacked.

Future Trends

believe in the co-evolution of the 
humans’n’computer system Doug: »…to support our collective 

ability to deal with complex urgent 
problems…
It was [60] years ago. And that’s been 
ever since.«

Design research of hypertext history 
is a crutial step towards
Human and Humanity Centred 
Design.

Thank you!

Matthias Müller-Prove
https://mprove.de
@mprove

@mprove and Doug Engelbart
at reboot7, 2005

Social Media
big players

facebook /2004

instagram /2010influencer

WhatsApp /2009
»eMail is a serial killer application.«
–Tom Moran

Meanwhile chat has killed eMail.
Chat (on various platforms) is the new eMail.

twitter /2006

„for politicians and journalists“
some birds of one feather
and #tags!

memes, cat content
shitstorms and hate speech

youtube /2005 TikTok /2016 Sometimes hyperlocal clips from
current sensational/catastrophic events;
but totally unlinked and out of context

emotional video shorts (15sec - 3mins)
endless music background like in Las Vegas
synthetic computer voice

We need trusted services and certificates to 
verify the authorship and authenticity of 
content!

CMS for multichannel publishing shall be 
democratized for all users!
The right to control and move my data with ease

Get out of the silos
of platforms and small device screens!

Human and humanity centred design!

The timeline is the problem.

»The things that are wrong with the Web 
today (Alan Kay 2007) are due to this lack of 
curiosity in the computing profession. And 
it’s very characteristic of a pop culture. Pop 
culture lives in the present; it doesn’t really 
live in the future or want to know about great 
ideas from the past.«

»We are overnewsed but underinformed«
–Neil Postman

Social media is a-social.
Current systems are unethical.
Evil prevails and fosters spam, scam and 
fakenews.

More AI enhanced video content on all platforms
☛ AI generated content

Ability and willingness to read decreases.
Writing abilities will move towards speech.

We lack tools for discussions at scale.
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